Welcome to
the world of
Chr. Hansen

Building on more than
145 years of innovation
Building on 145 years of research in microbial
science, we use nature’s own resources to
commercialize innovations from farm to fork, for
the benefit of animals, plants and humans – and
today more than 1 billion people consume one
of our ingredients every day. Our technological
platform has game-changing potential and is
more relevant today than ever before. We use
this unique position to drive a sustainable food

and health revolution, together with our partners
and customers.
Chr. Hansen was founded in 1874 by a young,
ambitious pharmacist in the capital of Denmark,
Copenhagen. His name was Christian Ditlev
Ammentorp Hansen, and he was about to make
a fundamental impact on the history of science
and innovation in the food industry.

“Every day, Chr. Hansen’s ingredients
are consumed by more than 1 billion
people worldwide. We wish to meet
the continuously growing demand
for tasty, healthy, natural, safe,
and affordable food and nutrition.”

Improving food and health
Based on Christian D.A. Hansen’s legacy and
our desire to explore the unknown, Chr. Hansen
has continued to develop natural and microbial
solutions for future generations and has grown
to become a pioneer and market leader within
our three core business areas: Food Cultures
& Enzymes, Health & Nutrition and Natural
Colors. With our innovation as the backbone we
have made it our mission to improve food and
health by working with nature’s own resources

to develop sustainable solutions for the food,
nutritional, pharmaceutical and agricultural
industries.
Production takes place at state-of-the-art
facilities on four continents, which all share
ambitious goals to continuously improve our
performance on environment, climate and
occupational health and safety.

“ We believe that nature
is the greatest scientist
of all time.”

Working for a better world
Chr. Hansen has been supplying natural
ingredients to the food industry for more than
145 years. Understanding of and respect for
nature’s scarce resources have always been an
integral part of our DNA, and we published our
first sustainability commitment as early as
1949. Today, sustainability remains at the core
of our overall strategy. We are dedicated to
promoting a wider adoption of natural solutions
and we use the UN’s Sustainable Development

Goals as a framework to link the impact of the
strategy to sustainable development.
Working for a better world is deeply rooted in
our product portfolio and organizational culture.
In fact more than 80% of our revenue directly
supports the goals. This gives Chr. Hansen a
very strong purpose that is closely linked to
sustainability.

“ We want to do more than just
envision a sustainable future.
Using our insights, technology
and passion to make the
magic of nature available to
consumers all over the world,
we do well by doing good.”

Our three business areas
Food Cultures & Enzymes
Our core business unit, Food Cultures &
Enzymes, develops and produces cultures,
enzymes and probiotics for the food, beverage
and dairy industries. Our ingredients determine
the taste, appearance, nutritional value,
health benefits and even the shelf life of
each individual food product.
Food Cultures & Enzymes is a global market
leader and almost every second cheese and
yogurt in the world contains at least one of
our natural ingredients.

Health & Nutrition
Health & Nutrition develops and produces
ingredients for dietary supplements,
pharmaceuticals, infant formula, animal
probiotics and silage inoculants as well as
plant protection. Our probiotic cultures are
carefully selected and have documented
effects for people and animals, and our
unique microbial solutions help improve
plant health and increase crop yield.

Natural Colors
Our Natural Colors division develops and
produces products for food & beverage, pet
food and food supplements. Our raw materials
originate from natural sources such as berries,
vegetables and seeds, which we then transform
into natural colors and phytonutrients. We are
frontrunners in encapsulation and stabilization
techniques and are experts in clean label
colors, enabling manufacturers to increase
transparency to health conscious consumers.

Sustainability in focus
At Chr. Hansen, we are dedicated to solving
some of the biggest challenges facing our
modern world through the power of good
bacteria. We firmly believe that our microbial
solutions have the ability to help feed a growing
population, reduce food waste and ensure a
more sustainable agricultural production.
In 2019, our efforts within sustainability were
acknowledged when Chr. Hansen was ranked
as the world’s most sustainable company by

Corporate Knights. This was a great tribute to all
the hard work that is put into our sustainability
efforts every day across our global business and
a result of our many collaborative partnerships
with customers.
The journey is far from over. A sustainable
future will only be a reality if we continue to
develop natural and innovative solutions while
preserving our planet for future generations.

Driven by passion
At Chr. Hansen we are passionate about
improving food and health. Every day more
than 3,700 employees go to work in our
offices, labs and plants around the world to
develop, produce and market natural products
that can help reduce chemicals, antibiotics
and sugar, salt and fat in food production.
At every step of the value chain from farm
to fork, we provide solutions to address the
greatest challenges of today, guided by our

motivation to create a healthy and more
sustainable future.
This meaningful cause creates an impact on
the world, and this truly matters to all of us
at Chr. Hansen. Driven by this passion, we are
a truly engaged workforce and we encourage
and help each other to use and develop our
competencies to the fullest in an inspiring
and safe working environment.

“ Being a global supplier of natural ingredients
requires our many high tech production sites
across four different continents to be on 24/7.
Whether you are a process operator, a dairy
technician or an engineer at Chr. Hansen,
you take part in pioneering science, working
towards improving food and health around
the world.”

Pioneering science
Backed by more than 145 years of innovation
and our curiosity to pioneer, we constantly
seek to anticipate global trends. We put this
into action at our major research facilities in
Denmark and 19 application and development
centers worldwide where we work closely with
our customers to bring new exciting products
to the market.
Research and development have always been
an important component of our business. Every
day, we strive to understand nature’s processes
and apply this knowledge to improve food and
health and make a positive impact on the world
around us.

We have a broad and relevant culture collection
with access to close to 40,000 microbial
strains. This allows for extensive screening and
selection of the best available combinations
of strains. We have the know-how to solve
customer needs and help them deliver unique,
safe and high-quality products.
Our legacy and success enable us to expand our
innovations into new areas, while our eagerness
to pioneer science drives us to continuously
develop natural and microbial solutions for
coming generations – for a more sustainable
future defined by natural ingredients.

Welcome to the era
of good bacteria
and natural solutions
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